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Abstract—Interactive journey planning applications are a necessity to take advantage of redundancy in multimodal public
transit networks. As the scale of the transit network grows
in terms of the number of stations, number of connections /
services, and the number of transit operators, manual itinerary
search may fail to detect best possible itineraries. Another
challenging factor is the need to include the constraints imposed
by intermediate stations on the creation of itineraries. One such
constraint is the transfer time needed to alight one vehicle, and
board another vehicle at a station. Other constraints such as
non-availability of transport vehicles, and congestion have local
origins, but affect the set of feasible itineraries. We introduce a
generic model for a dynamic network. In our proposed dynamic
network model, we incorporate both the local constraints (of a
station), and the global constraints (user preferences).
In this work, we use an Actor-based concurrent approach
to design a transit scheduler. We model each transit station
as an Actor, thereby gaining the advantage of accounting for
dynamism in transit networks. Our system performs concurrent
itinerary search over transit schedules. Our approach allows
real-time updates to timetables, and status of transit stations.
Our approach also solves the centralized schedule management
problem by incorporating local update capability into the transit
scheduler. Thus we enable local network operators to manage
the vehicular traffic at their respective stations. We are also able
to filter the itinerary search results based on user preferences.
We have implemented a multimodal transit scheduler that has
a median query completion time of ∼0.9 seconds on the public
transit networks of India.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Public transit networks form the backbone of transportation
systems in any society. Widespread, and efficient usage of
public transit networks facilitates cost-effective increase in
user mobility. Public transit networks often offer different
modes of transport, i.e., flight, train, bus, metro, taxi etc. When
a public transit network consists of more than one mode of
transport, it is called a multimodal transit network. One of
the problems plaguing the multimodal public transit networks
is the lack of interactive journey applications which work
well in a federated transit system. Existing journey planning
applications fall into two categories.
1) Exclusive, operator-centric solutions
2) Third-party, centralized solutions
The first category mostly consists of independent network
operators like Emirates airline [1], and Indian Railways [2]
who can provide transit through their own network. The
second category consists of third-party centralized solutions
such as Euro Railways [3], Google Transit [4], and Expedia
[5]. In centralized solutions, the independent transit network

operators would not be able to exercise real-time control over
the use of their timetables in searching for schedules.
In this paper, we propose a decentralized, multi-operator
approach to transit network journey planners. In a federated
system of transit network operators such as Euro Railways,
the independent transit network operators, and passengers
would greatly benefit from distributed control over the transit
schedules. The independent operators can update their transit
schedules as per the local conditions; passengers can then
query for feasible travel itineraries as per the current state
of the federated transit network.
Most existing transit scheduling algorithms focus on quick
generation of itinerary [6]. The usual approach taken is to
represent a transit schedule as a time-varying graph on which
itinerary search is performed as a variation of shortest path
computation. Very few approaches consider user preferences
during the selection of transit itinerary [7], [8]. Most of
the existing approaches have significant graph pre-processing
requirements as well [6]. The existing approaches also do
not provide real-time control over the transit network to the
operators.
We make two original contributions in this work. Our
first contribution is a conceptual generalization of a dynamic
network. We generalize the notion of time-varying network to
introduce the concept of a generic edge, and a generic path.
Our second contribution is the application of Actor concurrency model to itinerary search problem. We developed
a Transit Scheduler application that is a native concurrent
solution to the itinerary search problem. We represent each
station as an Actor of the Actor concurrency model. Actors
can encapsulate complex behaviours, and have the dynamic,
targeted messaging capability. Thus we are able to provide
a rich computational model for a transit station; we also
implemented a real-time state update capability for all the
stations. Our approach allows independent transit operators to
control the transit stations owned by them.
Our solution allows multiple network operators to control
the transit network in real-time. We tested our implementation
on air, rail, and bus transit networks of India. When run on a
laptop computer with Intel core i5 processor, and 8GB RAM,
our application is able to concurrently search the public transit
timetables of India with a median query completion time of
0.9 seconds.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides summary of the prior literature. Section III defines

the itinerary search problem discussed in this paper. Section IV
introduces the concepts of a generic edge, generic paths, and
bridge functions. The same section also provides a summary
on the Actor-view of a transport network; we use the Actorview to introduce much needed concurrency into our solution.
Section V gives details of our implementation approach, and
the choices made during the implementation. Section VI
describes the data sets from Indian public transport networks,
and shows the performance of our Transport Scheduler on
these data sets. Section VII contains conclusions.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
Transit scheduling algorithms fall into either graph based
or non-graph based approaches. Among the graph based approaches, time dependent (TD) graph based approaches proved
suitable for complex transit query processing [6]. Among
the non-graph based approaches, connection Scan Algorithm
(CSA) [9], and Round-bAsed Public Transit Optimized Router
(RAPTOR) [7] are capable of completing the transit query
processing in milli seconds even on large transit networks [6].
Of the CSA, and RAPTOR approaches, CSA uses simpler data
structures, and exploits cache locality properties of modern
microprocessors [9], [10]. We use the connection, and other
means table data structures from prior CSA-related work [9],
[11].
We propose an Actor model-based approach to represent
a transit network. Actor model is an established concurrency
model [12]–[14]. Implementations of Actor models exist in
different programming languages such as Elixir [15], [16],
and Java [17]. Actor model-based simulation of transportation
system has been attempted previously [18]. In the simulation
of transportation system [18], the focus was on scalable
simulation of transportation system with focus on participant
behavior. In contrast, we focus on itinerary search on transit
schedules. Agent models is another approach taken to represent transportation systems [19]. Multiagent-based systems
have previously been used for simulations of travel patterns
[20]. Instead of agents, we utilize actors to introduce autonomy
for each station of a transit network.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
Definitions
A public transit system consists of a set of vehicles making
trips between well-known transit stations as per a public
timetable. The timetable of public transit system can be
built from a fundamental concept known as a connection. A
definition of connection is shown in Equation 1.
C
where
src
dst
tdep
tarr
vehicleID

=

(src, tdep , dst, tarr , vehicleID)

(1)

= source station of the connection
= destination station of the connection
= vehicle departure time at
the source station
= vehicle arrival time at
the destination station
= a unique vehicle identification number

A set of related, concatenating connections form a trip for a
vehicle. A set of time-shifted trips form a route. Most public
transit systems consist of unique vehicles covering well known
routes. Thus we can represent the public transit timetable as
consisting of a series of related connections. The theoretical
underpinnings of a public transit timetable are detailed in [7],
[9], [11], and [21].
A. Itinerary Search
A passenger using public transit systems utilizes a series
of connections to move from one transit station to another.
A strict ordering of the complete set of connections utilized
by a passenger during one journey is referred to as an
itinerary. Passengers would like to have time-efficient, hasslefree itineraries for their journeys. Often, passengers also wish
to prefer certain kinds of connections; for example, a passenger
can have a preference for train travel over all other modes
of transport. Thus any itinerary generated for a passenger
must match the preferences indicated by the passenger at the
beginning of the itinerary search process.
The job of interactive journey planning algorithms / applications is to scan through the timetables of potentially
multiple multimodal transit network operators to provide a
time-efficient itinerary that matches user preferences. Interactivity would require itinerary search completion times in milli
seconds.
B. Operator Control
Independent transit operators often cooperate to provide
transit services over wider geographic areas. London transport system’s Oyster Card [22] is one such example. The
independent operators want to retain control over their transit networks, and timetables, yet cooperate with other transit providers to form federated transit services. Any transit
scheduling application designed should be able to provide
for operator control over their own transit networks, and
timetables.
IV. S OLUTION A PPROACH
In this section, we develop the necessary theoretical foundations needed for developing the Transport Scheduler application. We evolve the definitions of time-varying networks to
form a generic version of a dynamic network. In the case
of time-varying networks, edge costs are a function of time.
We define a dynamic network in which edge costs can be a
function of multiple independent variables, i.e., we define a
generic edge. We then extend the shortest path equation to
work on generic edges.
In graph-centric network models, vertices act as passive
meeting points for edges. We enhance a vertex (node) with
capabilities to exhibit complex behaviors. Thus vertices play
active role in determining the dynamics of a network.
A. Generic Edge
Most of the vehicle routing, and transit routing algorithms
use graph theory notions of weighted, and directed graphs

TABLE I: The cost function of a decorated edge dependent
on two independent variables.
a

b

a1
b1
a2
b2
...
ai
bi
all other cases

TABLE II: Edge constraints, path constraints, and their compatibility

cost

Edge Constraints

Path Constraints

Compatibility

f1 = f (a1 , b1 , c1 )
f2 = f (a2 , b2 , c2 )

flight
flight
train

any mode
bus
bus or train
arrival before 5PM

train

bus-flight-bus

yes
no
yes
only if computed
cost < 5P M
no

fi = f (ai , bi , ci )
∞

for network representation, and query processing [6]. In these
approaches, a node is a passive junction that connects multiple
edges. Edges themselves may be weighted, directed or both.
Some transit routing algorithms such as CSA [9], transfer
patterns [23] use time-varying edges to model transit networks.
In CSA, transit edges are represented as connections which
are nothing but an equivalent form of time-varying edge
representation. In transfer pattern approach, the connections
are stored on the edge as a compressed data structure. Both
the approaches are based on the availability of a time-varying
edge at certain (periodic) times as described by Equation 2.
(
Ci at t = ti ,
cost(edge) =
(2)
∞ ∀ t 6= ti .
In Equation 2, Ci represents the cost of using the edge
at time ti . In practice, Ci value depends on the connection
available at that time. Thus we can represent the cost of using
a connection as:
(
tarr − tdep when t = tdep ,
cost(C) =
(3)
∞
∀ t 6= tdep .
In Equation 2, we can understand the condition t = ti as
a constraint on the edge. If the constraint is not satisfied, the
edge become unusable. Similarly in Equation 3, t = tdep is a
constraint on the edge; if that constraint is satisfied, the cost
of using the edge is tarr − tdep .
We generalize the constraint on edge to form a decorated
edge or a generic edge. Without loss of generality, we can
say that all the edges of a network are dependent on two
independent variables a, and b. Our definition of the cost
function for a decorated edge is shown in Table I.
We can summarize the cost of a generic edge as:
(
fi (ai , bi ) ∀ a = ai and b = bi ,
cost(edge) =
(4)
∞
for all other cases.
B. Generic Path
In transit scheduling, we compute itineraries for a given user
query. Since each itinerary is an ordered set of connections, an
itinerary is equivalent to a path on a network. For mutimodal
transit search queries, it is common to specify the conditions
that an itinerary needs to satisfy. The conditions imposed on
itineraries effectively become conditions on the network paths.
Conditions or constraints imposed on the computed paths are
called path constraints. Effectively, each user query comes
with a set of path constraints. For example, the paths computed
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Fig. 1: An entity model for transit station. The station constraints, bridge functions, and generic edges together constitute
the state, and behaviour of a station process.

might only have to use air connections. Such conditions put
on path computations can be understood as path constraints.
We incorporate user preferences into itinerary search as path
constraints.
Using the definition of decorated edge given in the previous
section, we can redefine the equation for computation of path
cost. A path can be extended using a decorated edge only if
the constraints of the selected edge match with the existing
constraints on the path.
Let there be two neighbouring nodes (va , vb ) connected by
a decorated edge ej . Let pathi be the path computed from
source to va ; the cost of pathi is denoted by cost(pathi ). Let
pathi+1 be the the extension of pathi with the decorated edge
ej . Let us denote the cost of pathi+1 as cost(pathi+1 ). Then
the path cost computation can be represented as:
cost(pathi+1 ) = cost(pathi ) + cost(ej )

(5)

The computed path cost for cost(pathi+1 ) given in Equation 5
becomes finite only if the edge constraints of ej are compatible
with the path constraints of pathi . Otherwise, the computed
path cost for cost(pathi+1 ) becomes infinite. A few sample
edge, and path constraints are shown in Table II.
C. Bridge Functions
In transit scheduling, passengers often change vehicles at
intermediate stations. Thus we need to consider time required
to alight one vehicle, and board another vehicle at a station
(called transfer time). It is impractical to schedule a connecting
journey if the passenger does not get enough time to transfer
vehicles. The transfer time is a function of transit station. We
propose a generic approach to consider such station-specific
constraints. We propose a bridge function that considers the
suitability of a connection to extend a given path by utilizing
station-specific local constraints (station constraints). Bridge
functions give station manager ability to control traffic flow

via their own station. Bridge functions are similar in nature to
cost functions of a decorated edge. Even bridge functions have
to satisfy the constraint compatibility requirements during path
cost computations.

outgoing connections data. Each station process uses an internal data structure to represent all the local information, and
also selects from a set of predefined functions for manipulating
any dependent local variables.
Update Controller (UC) that performs create, read, update,
and delete (CRUD) operations on a station state. For example,
an authorized transport manager may change the congestion
level at a station which is reflected in transfer times, or mark
it as having disturbance which renders the station unavailable
for a period of time. UC helps in incorporating the effects of
accident / incident related events into transit stations.
Query Collector (QC) that initiates query processing at
source transit station, and collects query results from destination station. One dedicated query collector exists for each
user query. QC also filters the itinerary result set based on user
preferences.
User Query Controller (UQC) that receives user queries for
itinerary search. UQC spawns a new QC for each incoming
query, and hands over the job of query processing to the newly
spawned QC.
In addition, supervisor processes that are an integral part
of Elixir fault-tolerant applications are implemented to restart
any dead processes. An Erlang construct called Erlang Term
Storage (ETS), an in-memory table, is used to store final
itineraries generated. Itineraries are built iteratively from
source to detination station processes, and intermediate results
are communicated between processes via Elixir message passing mechanism.

D. Transit Station
In our approach, each transport station of the transit network
exists independently as a stand alone entity with internal state,
and behaviours. We use Actors model to represent transit
stations. We model all the stations as independent Actors
that help search the timetables to answer user queries on
itineraries. We find that all the stations need to go through
the same algorithmic steps in answering user queries. The only
difference is in terms of the station constraints, and the generic
connections that are available to each of the stations. Thus we
can represent a station using the abstract schematic shown in
Figure 1.
Here, each station entity has internal state that can be
updated in real-time in a distributed manner by a transit
operator. Transit operator controls the state of a station process
in order to restrict the kind of itineraries that can be formed
using that particular station as a participating node.
V. I MPLEMENTATION
A. Architecture
Our Transport Scheduler application is implemented using
Elixir - a functional, concurrent programming language [15].
Elixir + Erlang Open Telecom Platform (OTP) has given us
the advantage of implementing station entities using Actor
concurrency model. The architecture of transport scheduler
application is shown in Figure 2. The Elixir modules that form
the base for our application are:
Input Parser (IP) that reads station-specific local variable
values, and connection information from data set files.
Network Constructor, and Controller (NC) that spawns a
separate Station process for each station, and initializes the
spawned stations with data; NC also maintains a registry of
process identifiers for all transit station processes.
Station process that maintains its state using a finite state
machine (FSM) based on local variable values, and stores its

C. Station as Process (Actor)
Elixir implements Actor model of concurrency, and refers
to each instantiated Actor as a process. Each station process
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Three kinds of queries are supported by the application.
They are: itinerary search, station schedule - both fetch, and
update, and station update - create a new station, update a
station, fetch details of a station. The corresponding query
API URLs are shown in the Table III. All the necessary data
exchange is done using JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format.
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Fig. 2: Architecture of the Transport Scheduler application.

Operator3 – Dst, S3, S5

TABLE IV: Summary of timetables obtained from Indian public transport networks. (source: [11])
Name of Network

Mode of Transport

#Stations

#Connections

Indian Railways (IR)
Indian Flights (IFlights)
Long Distance Buses (LDB)
Complete Network (India)

train
flight
bus
multi-mode

2136
80
147
2264

44876
2501
12219
59555

TABLE III: Query API URL strings
Module

Query Type

congestion variable indicates the level of congestion at the
local station. Delay indicates the necessary transfer time to
change vehicles at a station; As expected in a real-life scenario,
we make the effective delay a function of the congestion
level. Disturbance is a binary variable which indicates any
local disruptions that stop the flow of vehicles via a transport
station. If the local disturbance is set to yes, then all the
incoming queries of a station are discarded. Effectively, the
station becomes unavailable.

Query String

UQC

itinerary search

baseURL/api/search

UC

station schedule
(fetch / update)

baseURL/api/station/schedule

UC

station create

baseURL/api/station/create

UC

station state
(fetch / update)

baseURL/api/station/state

utilizes three distinct inputs. The first input is a set of
outgoing connections represented in the format (vehicleID,
source station, destination station, departure time, arrival time,
mode of transport). The second input is a set of other means
table (OMT) connections available due to footpath, and private
transport connections between stations. These connections in
OMT are described in [11]. The third input is a set of local
variables, collectively called station state, that control the
station behaviour. We use three station-specific local variables,
namely, congestion, delay, and disturbance. The congestion is
a three-valued variable holding low, medium, and high values;

D. User Preference
User queries for itinerary search can contain transit
mode specification. We utilize the user preference to filter
the itinerary result set to discard undesirable results. The
itineraries are filtered at QC. An itinerary result becomes
undesirable if it contains any transit mode not preferred by
the user. For example, a user choosing flight mode will have
all the itineraries containing non-airline connections filtered
out.
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Fig. 3: Itinerary search query performance of transport scheduler. Query collection times for the first fifteen queries are shown.

VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Data Set
We utilize the data set generated in a related project [11].
A summary table describing the data set (taken from [11])
is provided in table IV. Apart from 59,555 regular transit
connections, the data set contains 151 other means (i.e.,
footpath, and private transport) connections. The data set has
been derived from the transit network schedules of public
transport network operators in India.
B. Implementation Platform
The transport scheduler has been implemented using Elixir
language v1.4 compiled to run on Erlang Open Telecom
Platform (Erlang/OTP) v19 [16]. All the tests have been run
on a computer with Intel core i5 2GHz processor, and 8GB
RAM running Ubuntu 16.04 x86 64 operating system. As
discussed in Section V, our application incorporates user mode
preferences, updates the state of a station using API, and
outputs a list of itineraries for user queries.
C. Itinerary Generation Times
We conducted a set of randomized trials to understand the
time response characteristics, and concurrent characteristics
of Transport Scheduler. Because of the inherent concurrent
nature of the architecture as described in Section V-A, the
transport scheduler can concurrently propagate itinerary search
query across the transit network. We issue one itinerary search
query at a time, and measure the response time. Here, response
time of a query is defined as the time taken to collect fifteen
possible itinerary results from the network. We implemented a
time out of 30 seconds to avoid deadlock for queries with less
than fifteen feasible answers. A statistical analysis of the query
response times for 100 queries results in a query response time
distribution with median of 0.9 seconds, standard deviation
of 4.1 seconds, skewness of 3.81, and kurtosis of 19.75.
We performed multiple randomized itinerary search trials on
the transport scheduler application. We show results of two
randomized trials in Figure 3a using box plot.
For one of the two randomized trials, we also collected
the timestamps of all the itineraries in the itinerary result
set. We then sorted the queries in the ascending order of
their completion time. Figure 3b illustrates the time at which
different itineraries of the result set have been collected. A
dotted line clearly marks the observed median of 823 milli
seconds for this instance of randomized trial. Figure 3b clearly
illustrates a right tailed distribution with heavy preference for
low execution times.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we utilize the concept of constraint to provide
a generic conceptual model for dynamic networks. We define
edge, and path constraints for a dynamic network. We also
redefine shortest path equation to satisfy edge, and path
constraints. We use Actor concurrency model to adopt our
proposed dynamic network model to represent public transit
networks.

Our transit scheduler provides a native concurrent itinerary
search service for multi-operator, and multi-modal transit networks. Our application generates multiple possible itineraries
in response to each user query. We have tested our application
with data from real-world transit networks. We are able to take
advantage of the concurrent nature of the transit networks to
provide a naturally concurrent solution.
Our solution allows network operators to provide real-time
updates to station-specific local variables, such as delay, congestion, and local disturbance. Thus network operators are able
to indirectly control the traffic flow through a transit station.
The transport scheduler application we built incorporates user
preferences in creating itineraries. Our experiments show that
Transport Scheduler is able search public transit networks of
India with a median query processing time of 0.9 seconds.
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test the software.
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